(i) Each element in the sequence is (d) Th_nal step of (c) caused formation of greater than the sum of all prior to it. a zero in n elements rather than I element; that (ii) Each element in the sequence except is, n -i additional zeros were created, for the last group of n (in our case, 5) may (e) Each of those elements contained in the be covered by a permutation containing no last reduction step of (c) lies within a permutaother member other than one of the last group. tion.
All other elements of the matrix are con-(iii) Each element in the sequence of the tained in n -I row/column pairs crossing at last group may be covered by a permutation distinct elements of that permutation. The removal containing no other member of the sequence. of the last element contained in the row of each A QDSmatrix containing this sequence may be such crossing necessitated removal of the last eleformed and, in fact, the sequence defines the ment contained in the corresponding column of that Q_S matrix containing it. It is clear that crossing.
Prior to the final step of (c), this n= -2n + 2 multiples of permutations are removal in earlier steps caused removal of n -I required to remove the sequence and that the column elements beyond those last row elements construction performed is valid for any n x n singly or multiply identifying each such step, matrix. since the residue matrix following each step is itself QDS. As a result, _ -i additional zeros 2.3 A Methodology for Reduction were created prior to the final step. (f) From (d) and (e), 2(n -i) additional A variety of methods for reduction of an arbizeros were created and the nZ total of (c) must trary matrix have been proposed (2, 4) . These modified by deleting them. We obtain methods do not follow a systematic point of view _ -2(n -i) : n -2n + 2.
whereby successive steps address the characteris-(g) Were the modified matrix assumed to contics of traffic still to be transmitted. tain any zero elements, the only instance in which an additional zero would not be created in (e) is The method proposed encompasses a maximal rethat wherein there existed no "last element" in duction in each step performed. At the same time, the row of a crossing.
But in that case, the "n 2'' it assures that the upper bound in steps is not of if) is itself reduced by I. exceeded.
(The latter is assured by any method whose stepwise counterpart performed on any composition of an n x n matrix is n2 -2n + 2. "dummied" matrix (cf. 2.2), which may be created
We are interested here in discovering a least upper from the matrix to be reduced, creates a new zero bound for n, LUB(n), which we define as follows: in the successive residues of that "dummied" matrix.) LUB(n) (least upper bound for n): For a square matrix of any order there is a maximal A maximal reduction in a single step correline sum. When that line sum is of sponds in intention to a maximal reduction in any an amount such that there exists an sequence of 2 or more steps wherein an optimal n x n matrix, M, that will require solution is a maximal reduction in k steps such n2 -2n . 2 steps for decomposition, that following the kth step no residue exists or, then M is at an upper bound CUB). equivalently, that after the k -I step the When that line sum is at a minimum over residue is a mode matrix.
The recurrent problem all n x n matrices for this to be of computational complexity is, however, incurred true, the line sum is a least upper when a maximal reduction within a sequence in ' bound, LUB(n), for a square matrix of excess of that obtainable in a single step is order n. That is, any n x n matrix attempted, for exhaustive, and self-defeating, which has a maximal line sum that is consideration is required, less than LUB_n) may be decomposed in fewer than n_ -2n + 2 steps. Algorithm:
Matrix Decomposition Via Successive Maximal Sinqle Step Reduction
Existence of an LUB(n) is clear by definition of decomposition.
Since any n x n matrix may be For any square matrix, M, a super dummymatrix, embedded in a matrix of order larger than n and M*, is formed as follows:
that larger matrix still require the same minimum in number of steps for decomposition as the emCa) Consider each element, mi_cM , independbedded matrix, LUB(n) monotonically increases as ently of all other cells of M an_ add sufficient n increases.
There exists an n x n matrix each traffic to it, forming m*ij, such that, were it to line of which is LUB(n).
In the sequel, we will be so modified in M, it would exist on a critical confine our discussion to QDSmatrices since, by line.
When all cells of M have been addressed in cause of the latter, any statement regarding LUB(n) this manner, M* has been formed, for a QDSmatrix will be true afortiori for an (b) Choose an SDR in M* is accordance with n x n matrix that is not QDS. the methodology of Appendix A. An SDR may always be chosen in M* since each element is greater
We will call an n x n matrix which is QDS than or equal to the corresponding cell in any QDS and whose lines are LUB(n) a "fat" matrix. matrix that may be formed by the addition of dummy traffic to M. 
n elements of the sequence. {i + 1+ j, _} (6) The sequence of elements for aij(i _ n) :_"_ai+l, j, n + i, n + n > 5 must be constructed so that the j, sum over all elements is maximal when, for each, the number of prior elements z_-'_j a .i of the sequence which may reside in i + j < n: _ij i+l,j'(D = j o__r_r j' + i > n + 2) permutations containing it is taken. This maximization of the number of ele-J' ments which may be included in permutations containing later elements of the i + j = n: aij = _] ai,j, + 1 sequence (each counted once for each later element which may be contained in i'J' the same permutation) maximizes the f i' > i, j' > j, i' + j' _ n + 2_ combinations possible over all elements of the sequence. Such maximization is _°r i' + j' S n, i' _ i + 2 J equivalent to a construction which minimizes the sum over all elements, of a i = _[] ai,j, + i(i' > i i' + j' < n) the number of prior elements of the ,n ' -sequence on the column containing each i'j' element under consideration, when the construction is expressed in terms of a LUB(n) =_-_ al,j succession of rows. The latter is required for a minimal construct, de-J scribed in (9) below, to be performed for n greater than 5 and duplicates All elements --for i + j = n + 1 any alternate construct to achieve or i + j = n #I_, which have not been mimimality for n less than or equal determined by this recursive formulato 5.
tion, complete the matrix through (7) The maximization of combinations adherence to the QDS characteristic. 1 in (6) necessitates that any construction be within row rearrangement of the Corollary A fat matrix contains no zero.
matrix illustrative of the spiral conProof: Any element of the matrix that is not a struct, described in 2.2. _r of the sequence from which it was con-(8) For a minimal construct yielding LUB(n), the construct of (6) which structed lies within at least one of those permumaximizes combinations must be arranged tations forming any decomposition set. For any so that over all maximizations that minimal construct, there are n -2 elements of choice is made which minimizes combina-the sequence on each of n -1 rows (columns). tions as early as possible in the The remaining 2 on each such row (column) are sequence. The latter is equivalent to necessarily so contained. 1 a particular arrangement of the rows of a matrix illustrative of the spiral Corollary A fat matrix of order other than 5 is construct of 2.2. With n elements of unique within rearrangement. the sequence on the last row (column), the sequence of rows (columns) preProof: We need only show uniqueness for n < 5 and ceding the last must be ordered so that begin by noting that the first 5 steps of the fat the elements of each succeeding row matrix theorem are true for all n. For n < 5, (column) find a maximal number of prior the only alternate construct satisfying (4) _nd (5) elements in the columns (rows) contain-is that in which every row (column) containing ing them.
n -2 elements of the sequence, finds, for each (9) For a minimal construct, each such element, a single element not of the sequence element of the sequence is one greater on the same coIvmn (row). For n < 5, a minimal than the largest sum of all those prior construct yields LUB(n). For n <-5, a minimal elements each of which may reside in a construct yields a fat matrix identical within permutation containing: rearrangement to that obtained through minimiza-(a) the element under consideration, tion utilizing the spiral construct. 1 (b) no smaller prior element, and (c) no element already included in Corollary A fat matrix belongs to the class of the sum. primitive matrices. (10) The LUB for n may now be determined by sequential computation of Proof: A fat matrix is fully indecomposable, and • the elements in the n2 -2n + 2 t-lTere exists no collection of multiples of permutasequence and this computation depends tions of number less than n2 -2n + 2 which in on n alone. The sum of the elements summation are equal to it when it is of order n. in that row (column) containing n The latter necessitates an index of imprimitivity members of the sequence is LUB(n).
of I (7 (Chap. II)). (The reference is recommended (11) The elements of a "fat" matrix for further considerations.) i (aij) of order n are obtained by a recursive formulation.
For n = 6, the fat matrix, unique within rearrangement (a similarity transformation) is: Lemma For k > n, an LUB(n,k) matrix contains at 4. Maximal Line Sum Relationship most n2 -2n ¥ 2 -k zeros. to Minimal Decomposition L___mmaFor k n, an LUB(n,k) matrix containing We have shown in 3 that a fat matrix of order n_---_-2n + 2 -_ zeros may be decomposed with any n may be decomposed in n2 -2n + 2 steps, and sequence of k steps whenever that sequence may be in no fewer for it is LUB(n). Any n x n matrix ordered such that each step creates at least one that has a maximal line sum of magnitude less than new zero. LUB(n) may be decomposed in fewer steps.
To obtain a k -COMP sequence for an We do not know how to decompose an arbitrary LUB(n,k) matrix with k > n, when that matrix n x n matrix so as to minimize the number of steps contains less than n2 --2n + 2 -k zeros, the employed in that decomposition except by an exhausconsideration made must encompass more than a suctive, and for larger n, computationally untenable cessive zero creating order. Again, we must resort consideration. However, for any n x n matrix, to having found no counter example to the following there exists a decomposition sequence of no more conjecture• than k steps whenever the maximal line sum of that matrix is less than or equal to some constant.
Hypothesis Number 2 We define that maximal line sum as LUB(n,k) and state that any n x n matrix having a maximal line For k > n, for every LUB(n,k) matrix there sum M < LUB(n,k) may be decomposed in fewer than exists a k -COMP sequence for which each step k steps. We further define an LUB(n,k) matrix as of decomposition not only creates at least one new a QDS matrix of order n and line sum, LUB(n,k), zero but also achieves a maximal reduction to the for which no decomposition sequence of less than k steps exists. We claim existence of an LUB(n,k) original or residue matrix to which it is applied. matrix for every n,k pair and, finally, define a There exist several options in forming a decomposition sequence of k steps as k -COMP. maximal single step reduction in a decomposition process. Three of these have been described in We now suggest a trail of consideration which Appendix A. We expect that the number of steps gives strong support to the proposed methodology of required for decomposition of an LUB(n,k) matrix decomposition of Section 2. For, had we an optimal will closely follow k. Thereby, the proposed method for all LUB(n,k) matrices, we would have method of decomposition will give an upper bound worst case bounds for any arbitrary matrix which for number of steps required to decompose a QDS we sought to decompose, matrix of a specified line sum and, thus, necessarily for an arbitrary n x n matrix with critical The consideration begins with the following line at any value. conjecture, for which we know of no counter example.
Simulation studies are under development for decomposition of n x n matrices utilizing the Hypothesis Number 1 methodology of 2.3• These studies will encompass both QDS and arbitrary square matrices of orders 3 A k -COMP sequence exists which may be through 26 over a substantial range of critical ordered such that it yields creation of at least line sums Call line sums are critical in a QDS one additional zero at each step of decomposition, matrix). if the matrix is of the LUB(n,k) class.
We will consider a matrix as, for example:
5 which has been constructed from multiples (ml, m 2, Our direction now is to find: m3, m4, m5, m6) of permutations with m 1, m2, • .., m 6 = 1_ 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. This matrix, which (a) A closed form for LUB(n,k) for every n,k may be decomposed in 6 steps only when no first pair, and step creates a new zero, is not of the LUB(5,6) (b) Proofs for Hypothesis Number 1 and Hypothclass. That is, we have constructed a matrix for esis Number 2 in Section 4 noting their intrinsic which no 6 -COMP zero creating sequence exists mathematical value. We are further interested in methods of 18 171 0 0 selection of an SDR which not only has this property but also has secondary properties concerning
Step 2: the sum or sequence of values of the members which List all of the elements of the matrix in it comprises, order of value excluding any zeros.
(Elements A methodology of SDR selection exhibiting the of the same value may be in any order.) noted primary property is described under Part I: Checks, and methodologies of SDR selection exhi-
Step 3: biting the secondary properties are described in Part 2: Choices.
Matrices considered are those Establish a sequence of "mark-out" groups. for which an SDR is known to exist.
This sequence is as follows: x + k, x -I, x -2, x -3 ..... I wherein k : 0 for Part i: Checks j > n -i and k : (n -i) -j for j < n -i. Each "mark-out" group in the establishe_ For a square matrix of order n, we require an sequence represents the number of elements to algorithm to determine the largest element which be marked out from the ordered list formed in is simultaneously the smallest element in an, SDR
Step 2 beginning with the smallest element. which contains this element as one of its representatives.
The determination here is, coinciden-
Step 4: tally, a method for solving the "bottleneck assignment problem" that minimizes computational Peform "mark-outs" by groups following complexity.
We note in passing that there may be the "mark-out" sequence of Step 3. After each more than one such element by cause of equality; "mark-out" group ha_ _een so marked, check for our intent here is simply, in that circumstance, existence of an SDR _,_ among all matrix eleto find any one of them. ments which have not been marked out.
(We note that since an SDR contains no zero, The following sequence of steps is required: existence is determined among those elements neither marked out nor equal to zero.) As Step I: long as existence of an SDR is found following each group of "mark-outs,"
continue the "markCount the number of zeros, j, in the out" sequence established in Step 3. If an matrix. Determine x from the following SDR is not found following a "mark-out" group, formulae: restore the members of this group in descending order of element size.
Upon restoration For j < n -I, x(x + i)/2 > (n -1) 2, of each member of the group except the last, For j _ n -i, x(x + i)12 Z n(n -i) -j. check for existence of an SDR among all matrix elements including any restored. Continue the Choose the least x for which the appliprocess of restoration and SDR checks until an cable formula is true.
The following table SDR is found or until the last member of the lists x(x + 1)/2. The number obtained from group has been restored. (n -i) 2 or n(n -I) -j picks the smallest entry in this table that is larger than or
The largest element that is simultaneously the equal to it. When the choice is made, record x. smallest element in any SDRwhich contains this element as one of its representatives is either:
A. the next element in the ordered list when the "mark-out" sequence was completed successfully, or B. the element restored when an SDR check yielded success following that restoration, or C. the first element of the last "mark-out"
The elements constitutidg the SDR chosen are group when total restoration of that group identical to the elements in the original matrix occurred, prior to any"mark-out."
Part 2: Choices Method 3: Upside SDR There exist 3 methods to choose an SDRwhich By an "upside SDR," we mean an SDR formed contains the element found in Part i or an element through a sequence of elements, each of which subequal to it.
In each method this element, or one tends the matrix from which the succeeding element equal to it, will be the smallest element, or one in the sequence is selected, and which, for of the smallest elements, of the SDR chosen. "upside," is selected through utilizing the following procedure: Method i: Maximum SDR
Step I: By a "maximum SDR," we mean an SDR which is of maximal sum confined to those elements remainForm the matrix of order n -i from the ing in the matrix upon the completion of
Step i elements of the current matrix excluding those below, elements on the same row and the same column as the element found in Part I. If n -I = I, Step I: the final member of the "upside SDR" is the single element left. Restore all elements in the matrix that are equal to the element found in Part I.
Step 2:
Step 2: Equate to zero those elements which were marked out in the current matrix and mapped Form a matrix containing as additional into the matrix formed in Step 1. zeros all those elements which have remained marked out after restoration and which is
Step 3: otherwise the same as the original matrix.
List all of the elements of the matrix
Step 3: just formed in order of value excluding any zeros. (Elements of the same value may be in Determine a maximum SDR in this matrix any order.) utilizing the procedure detailed_Bourgeois 5 but restricted to non-zero elements. This
Step 4: procedure (for a maximum SDR) is given in Appendix B. (The elements forming the inCheck for existence of an SDR containing dependent set obtained positionally identify the highest element on the list formed in the elements in the _matrix which con-
Step 3 (or Step 6 when return to Step 4 is stitute a "maximum SDR.") made from Step 6). If an SDR is not found, zero this element out in the matrix, delete it Method 2: Downside SDR from the list, and repeat this step until a listed element is found which is a member of By a "downside SDR," we mean an SDR formed some SDR. through a sequence of elements, chosen as in Part 1, each of which subtends the matrix from which the
Step 5: succeeding element in the sequence is selected, and which, for "downside," is selected through
Denote the current matrix used in Step 4 utilizing the following procedure:
as of order n. Form the matrix of order n -I from the elements of the current matrix Step 1: excluding the elements on the same row and the same column as the element found in Step 4. Form the matrix of order n -I from the If n -I = I, the final member of the "upside elements of the current matrix excluding those SDR" is the single element left. elements on the same row and the same column as the element found in Part 1. If n -1 = 1,
Step 6: the final member of the "downside SDR" is the single element left.
List all of the elements of the matrix just formed in order of value excluding any
zeros; elements of the same value may be in any order. Note that this list is the list Equate to zero those elements which were of Step 3 or the list formed in the preceding marked out in the current matrix and mapped iteration of Step 6 after removal from that into the matrix formed in Step I.
list of those elements that had been included but were contained in the row and column noted Step 3: in the preceding iteration of Step 5. Return to Step 4. Find an element in the matrix of order n -i employing the procedure of Part i, and
The elements constituting the SDR chosen are return to Step 1 with this matrix and the eleidentical to the elements in the _l matrix ment found as the next element in the sequence prior to any "mark-out." These elements consist of elements which form the SDR.
of that e_ent found in Part I, the sequence found in iterations of Step 4 (if any), and the culminating element of Step 1 or Step 5.
Appendix B: Maximum SDR Determination
This procedure is attributable to Munkres6 and was employed by him in obtaining solutions to asThe following procedure is employed to signment problems. determine a maximum SDR in a matrix in which certain elements are restricted from containment.
Appendix C: Example of Matrix Decomposition Step i:
The sequence of steps performed in the comMark each original zero as restricted by plete decomposition of an n x n traffic matrix removing it from the matrix. That is, make for n = 5 is shown. We begin with the original each such element a blank, matrix, form a super dummy matrix, choose an SDR in the super dummy matrix, establish the reduction to Step 2:
be performed on the original matrix, and form the residue matrix and mode matrix which together reTransform each non-blank element of the present this reduction. We then reinitiate the matrix by substracting it from the largest process on the residue matrix as long as it is element of a matrix, not, itself, a mode matrix. In the example, the choice of "downside SDR" has been made. (Refer to Step 3:
Appendix A for methods of SDR selection.)
For each row of the modified matrix For the example shown, there are eight (8) (ai_), subtract the value of the smallest steps taken to complete the decomposition and, as element from each element in the row. For a consequence, there are nine (9) mode matrices each column of the resulting matrix, subtract generated. The sum of the latter, each of which the value of the smallest element from each represents traffic transmitted during the switching element in the column, mode its nonzero elements imply, is the original matrix.
Step 
